Advanced Surfacing
Covering

About this document

Applications: ViaCAD 2D3D, ViaCAD Pro, Shark LT, & Shark FX
Description: In this document we discuss advanced surface modeling techniques using covering. This
discussion includes the following topics:
Simple Covers
N-Sided Covering
Cover with Guide Curves
Tangent Covers for Surface Filling and Capping
Associativity
Repair and Degenerative Surface Minimization
Mixed Continuity Covering
Surface Analysis
Level: Intermediate.
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Surface Covering Overview
Overview
Covering is one of five basic surface types supported by ViaCAD and Shark. The five basic surface types
are:
Skinning
Fits a surface through a series of disjoint curves (points, lines, arcs, circles,
splines), creating a surface or solid body. The resulting body can be open or closed, depending
on the curves used as input.
Lofting
Fits a surface through a series of curves and the surface associated with each
edge, creating a new surface. It provides control over the tangents of the surface using bulge factors at shared surface edges.
Nets
Stretches a surface across a mxn "grid" of curves, and supports curve directional
alignment and simplification to a plane, when appropriate.
Sweeping

Sweeps a curve along a vector, one rail, or two rails.

Covering
Creates a surface from a closed loop of curves. Includes options for tangencies,
guide curves, and bulge factors.
Covering is unique from the other surface methods in that the interior shape is not defined. The interior
definition is left to the covering algorithm to determine how to blend between the outer boundaries. This
overview discusses four types of covering supported by ViaCAD and Shark which includes:
Simple Covers (ViaCAD 2D3D, ViaCAD Pro, Shark LT, Shark FX)
N-Sided Covering (ViaCAD 2D3D, ViaCAD Pro, Shark LT, Shark FX)
Tangent Covers for Surface Filling and Capping (ViaCAD Pro, Shark LT, Shark FX)
Cover with Guide Curves (Shark FX)

Simple Covering
Overview
Simple covering algorithms are employed for surfaces that are defined by a set of closed planar curve
boundaries. Internally they are represented as a planar analytic surface which are compact and computationally efficient. Planar covers are useful (but not required) when combined with the sweep, lathe, extrude profiles into solid tools. They are also suitable for use with the 2D boolean tools.
Examples
Examples shown in illustration below demonstrate planar covers.
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Planar Covering

Planar Covering with Interior Regions

N-Sided Covering
Overview
The surface modeling kernel uses a N-Sided covering algorithm that also supports non planar curves.
With this algorithm, any number of bounding curves can be used to define the outside shape. Internally a
smooth four sided surface is created which uses the boundary curves as trimming curves.
Example
In the example below, eight non-planar lines and arcs are used to create a N-Sided cover.

N-Sided Covering
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Cover with Guide Curves
Overview
Shark FX has an additional option for specifying guide curves with Cover Surfaces. The Guide Curve
option is rather flexible. You can use any curve type including points, lines, arcs, circles, ellipses, and
splines. Additionally the curves need not touch the boundaries and may cross over each other.
However, there is a requirement that the guide curves must fall within the projected outline of the cover
boundaries.
Example 1
In the example below, note that the guide curves cross over each other.

(a) Cover and Guide Curves
(b) Cover Surface
Cover with Guide Curves Example 1
Example 2
In the next example, the guide curves do not touch the cover boundaries.

(a) Cover and Guide Curves
(b) Cover Surface
Cover with Guide Curves Example 2

Example 3
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The guide curve tools also accept point objects as guide constraints. The three squares in the image below are point objects used to control the interior shape of the cover surface.

(a) Cover and Guide Curves
(b) Cover Surface
Cover with Guide Curves Example 3

Tangent Covering –Surface Filling and Capping
Overview
The Tangent Cover surface will create a surface that is G1 tangent to the neighboring surfaces. The
magnitude of the tangents are controlled by the bugle factor which ranges from 0.001 to 1.0

Example - Filling
The example below creates a tangent cover surface between a closed loop of 12 surface edges, filling in
the void with a smooth (G1 continuous) surface.

Filling Example
Example - Capping
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The example below creates a tangent cover surface between a closed loop of 8 surface edges, capping
between the edges with a smooth surface. In this case, the cap height is controlled by the bulge factor.

Capping Example

Tangent Covering –Bulge Factor
Overview
The bulge parameter is used to control how G1 constraints affect the shape of the covering surface. As
an example, consider slicing off the top of a cone and then performing a G1 cover to make a smooth
"nosecone". When the bulge parameter is zero, the cross-sectional shape of the "nosecone" will be
roughly parabolic. When the bulge is large (.4 to .7) the cross-section will be flat in the center, with sharp
"shoulders" near the outside to accommodate the tangency constraints.
Typical bugle factors should range between 0.001 and 1.0. Bulge factors can be modified at any time
using the data entry window or Object Info dialog box through associtivity.
Example

(a) Initial Model

(b) 1.0

(c) 0.5

(d) 0.1 (e) 0.01

Bulge Factor Examples

Mixed Continuity
Overview
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Tangent Covering also supports referencing free edges as well as edges of surfaces. Free edges are
automatically assigned G0 continuity constraints where edges of surfaces are assigned G1 continuity.

Mixed Continuity Examples

Degenerative Surface Minimization
Overview
The N-Sided covering algorithm attempts to create smooth surfaces by creating an underlying four sided
surface. This surface is trimmed using the boundary curves to remove unwanted portions. The desired
result is to eliminate degenerative corners which might prove troublesome for downstream operations
such as thickening, shelling, blending, and offsetting.
A quick way to examine a surface for possible degenerative edges is to use the Edit:Object Resolution
tool. This dialog box contains controls for displaying uv isolines for the object. Isolines run along the internal parameterization, knots, and control points which accurately reflect smoothness characteristics of
the surface.
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Example 1
The example below shows how displaying isolines can identify a surface with degenerative isolines.

Spread Isolines (Cover Surface)
Isolines Degenerating (Skin Surface)
Isolines for Examining Degenerative Edges
Repairing Degenerative Surfaces
One very useful tool for repairing degenerative surfaces is the Rebuild Surface tool.

The Rebuild Surface tool will recreate an underlying surface larger than the original and reapply the edges as trim surfaces. As a result, any degenerative edges are removed. Additionally, it samples isolines
of the original surfaces to maintain the shape in the resulting surface.
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Rebuilt Degenerate Surface
The other option regarding degenerative surfaces is to consider constructing the surface from the beginning using a surface type that would minimize a degenerative point. The example below shows the difference between using a Skin Surface and a Cover Surface for the same three curves. The Cover Surface used the right most circle and the point as guides.

(a) Original Curves

(b) Skin Curves
Cover Versus Skin

(c) Cover with Guides

Surface Associativity
Overview
All surface types, including Covers, are associative to the curves originally used to create the surface.
This associativity is transparent created as you construct the surface and includes not only the curves but
parameters. Moving the curve boundaries or changing a surface parameter definition (such as revolve angle) will automatically update the
surface.
In the case of cover surfaces which requires the boundary curves to be
connected, be sure to move the curves such a manner that they do not
become disjoint or turn off the auto regen functionality in the Preferences panel.
Use Concepts Explorer to display graphical representations of associtivity between objects. Additionally clicking on the object in Concepts
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Explorer will display context sensitive operations. For example, to replace a curve, right click on the Replace Curve menu item in Concept Explorer

Repairing Cover Edges
Overview
The two most frequent problems that prevent successful covering are curves that are slightly out of plane
and curves that do not connect cleanly. This is especially noticeable when working with geometry that
was imported from other software applications. Two tools that are very helpful for repairing these situations are the Project Curve to Plane and Connect Curve Tools.
Project Curve to Plane Tool

One of the uses of Project Curve to Plane tool is to repair profiles that are slightly out of plane. This may
happen from profiles imported from other CAD systems or accidentally placing a curve point out of plane.
After you use the project curve to plane tool, you should check your curves for connectivity. A useful tool
for quickly checking connectivity is the Edit:Select Chain command. If the curves are not connected, use
the Connect Curve Tool below.
Connect Curve Tool

The Connect Curve Tool is used to move one end point of a curve to another. The tool is great for repairing small gaps in curves used to cover or as a profile for generating a solid via sweeping, lathing, or extrude.

You can also use the Connect Curve tool to fix an entire profile or collection of curves. The gap tolerance
in the data entry window is used to identify candidate curves to automatically close.
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Surface Analysis
Overview
Shark supports the ability to do a variety of surface analysis including curvature, environment, and zebra
plots. A zebra plot is particulary useful for examining continuity across a surface and especially at shared
neighboring edges. A quick interpretation of the zebra lines provides a designer with the following informtion:
Discontinous Zebra Lines
Surface boundary at a shared edge is likely G0.
Connected Zebra Lines
Surface boundary at a shared edge is likely G1
Connected and Smooth
Surface boundary at a shared edge is likely G2.

Zebra Plot of a G1 Tangent Cover
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Notices
All terms mentioned in this book that are known to be trademarks or service marks have been appropriately capitalized. Evolution Software cannot attest to the accuracy of this information. Use of a term in this document should not
be regarded as affecting the validity of any trade mark or service mark.
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All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or used in any form by any means without the prior
written permission of Evolution Software. The information contained in this publication is believed to be accurate and
reliable. However, Evolution Software makes no representation or warrantees with respect to the program material
described within and specifically disclaims any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose. Further, Evolution Software reserves the right to revise the program material and make changes therein from
time to time without obligation to notify the purchaser of the revisions or changes. In no event shall Evolution Software be liable for any incidental, indirect special or consequential damages arising out of the purchaser’s use of the
program material.
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